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ABSTRACT 150–250 words 

Novel physical properties appear when the size of a superconductor is reduced to the nanoscale, 

in the range of its superconducting coherence length (). Such nano-superconductors are being 

investigated for potential applications in nano-electronics and quantum computing. The design of 

three-dimensional nano-superconductors allows one to conceive novel schemes for such 

applications. Here, we report for the first time the use of a He+ focused-ion-beam-microscope in 

combination with the W(CO)6 precursor to grow three-dimensional superconducting hollow 

nanowires as small as 32 nm in diameter and with an aspect ratio (diameter/length) of as much as 

200. Such extreme resolution is achieved by using a small He+ beam spot of 1 nm for the growth 

of the nanowires. As shown by transmission electron microscopy, they display grains of large 

size fitting with face-centered cubic WC1-x phase. The nanowires, which are grown vertically to 

the substrate, are felled on the substrate by means of a nano-manipulator for their electrical 

characterization. They become superconducting at 6.4 K and show large critical magnetic field 

and critical current density resulting from their quasi-one-dimensional superconducting 
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character. These results pave the way for future nanoelectronic devices based on three-

dimensional nano-superconductors. 

 KEYWORDS  

helium ion microscope, 3D nanoprinting, tungsten carbide, transmission electron microscopy, 

magnetotransport measurements, quasi-1D superconductors.  

 

TEXT  

Superconducting materials are characterized by the transport of electricity without energy losses, 

rendering them as highly applicable materials for electrical generators 1, energy storage 2, high-

frequency filters and switches 3,4, magnetic sensors 5 and powerful magnets (high magnetic 

fields) 6. Nowadays, these superconducting magnets are employed for nuclear magnetic 

resonance 7, in magnetic resonance imaging 8, in fusion reactors 9 and as part of particle 

accelerators 10. 

The bulk superconductors employed in those applications frequently require nanoscale 

engineering to achieve the required performance 11. In fact, when the size of superconductors is 

reduced to the nanoscale, in the range of their superconducting coherence length ( novel 

physical properties emergeNano-superconductivity is long established as an important 

research field allowing applications in quantum computing such as highly-integrated networks of 

Josephson junctions 13, quantum oscillators based on one-dimensional superconducting 

nanowires 14 and the study of quantum dynamics based on a single vortex in Josephson junctions 

15. Furthermore, new nanoscale approaches are being explored to preserve the dissipation-free 
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energy state through the vortex confinement 16 and to fabricate quasi-one-dimensional 

superconducting nanowire arrays 17. 

In the semiconductor industry, novel concepts for advanced nanoelectronic devices have 

recently exploited the third dimension 18,19. However, mainly due to the severe complexity to 

fabricate three-dimensional (3D) nano-superconductors, up to now only a few examples have 

been reported and implemented in superconducting quantum interference devices 20,21. Their 

unique capability to achieve extreme in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic-field sensitivity allows 

them to be used as a local probe for nanomagnets and nano-superconductors. Hence, the 

exploitation of the third dimension in nano-superconductivity could represent a paradigm shift 

for the development of next generation electronic nanodevices with applications in advanced 

sensing and quantum computing. 

The fabrication of 3D nano-objects is challenging and advanced lithography techniques such as 

those based on focused ion beams (FIB) may be employed. These techniques are actually 

adequate for creating prototypes in order to investigate new concepts in the field of 3D nano-

superconductivity. Over the last decades, the FIB based on a liquid metal ion source of gallium 

(Ga+) has been the most frequently used, mainly due to its smooth implementation in the current 

technology, meaning that Ga+ FIB has been exploited for direct writing 22–24 and visualization at 

the nanoscale. Despite this versatility, Ga+ FIB can have several disadvantages, such as the 

implantation of Ga atoms into the substrate and its amorphization 25. Moreover, by adding certain 

precursor materials, Ga+ FIB is used to grow functional materials in 1D 26, 2D 27 and 3D 28–33 

through Focused Ion Beam Induced Deposition (FIBID). Particularly, the use of Ga+ FIB in 

combination with W(CO)6 as a precursor material has provided superconducting W- based 

nanostructures in 1D 26,34, 2D 35 and 3D 36–38, with superconducting critical temperature (Tc)~ 5 
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K and upper critical magnetic field (0Hc2(0))~ 9.5 T. The ability to grow such superconducting 

W- based nanostructures has also assisted several breakthroughs in vortex physics, in 1D and 2D 

systems. For the former, the vortex confinement in superconducting W- based nanowires when 

their lateral size (50 nm) is of comparable value to the intervortex distance and the 

superconducting coherence length 34; whereas for the latter, the visualization of the vortex liquid 

39, the vortex creep 40 and the order-disorder transition in the vortex lattice at low temperatures 41 

have been reported. Despite these advances, Ga+ FIBID suffers from some drawbacks for the 

growth of continuous and homogeneous in-plane nanowires with lateral size below 50 nm and 

vertical nanowires with diameter below 100 nm. The lateral/diameter resolution is limited mainly 

by the beam diameter (~5 nm) and the strong lateral scattering of Ga+ ions, giving rise to a broad 

spatial range of secondary electrons (SE) that contribute to the deposition process and to a large 

proximity effect.  

A straightforward approach to fabricate superconducting nanostructures with lateral size well 

below 50 nm could be the use of Focused Electron Beam Induced Deposition (FEBID), given the 

smaller beam spot achievable at low electron beam currents. However, the utilization of this 

approach for the growth of superconducting nanostructures is limited to only three relevant 

studies: (1) MoC nanowires of 100 nm in width, Tc= 4 K, precursor gases= Mo(CO)6 + H2O 
42. 

(2) W- based wires of 130 nm in width, Tc= 2 K, 0Hc2(0)= 3.7 T, the electron beam current was 

5.1 nA, precursor material= W(CO)6 
43. (3) Pb- based wires of 1 m in width, Tc= 7.2 K, the 

electron beam current was > 11 nA, precursor material= (CH3CH2)4Pb 44.  

The lack of high resolution in the growth of these wires is likely due to the use of a high beam 

current. Since the electron beam diameter scales with the beam current, the growth by FEBID 
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under high current (nA range) will produce a broader beam diameter than Ga-FIB (≈5 nm), 

limiting the lateral resolution. In addition to this setback, the results reported in 43,44 correspond 

to inhomogeneous superconducting behavior, which therefore limits their potential.  

These disadvantages have led the scientific community to search for the next generation of 

focused particle beam nano-prototyping. New Gas-FIB sources based on light and noble-ion 

elements like He+ and Ne+ have been particularly successful, such as in the Helium Ion 

Microscope (HIM) 45, allowing very small probe size ≈ 0.3 nm. The HIM represents a enormous 

forward step for higher resolution imaging (0.35 nm) 46,47 and for both, additive and subtractive 

nanolithography, compared to Ga+ FIB and FEB. Regarding nanolithography, He+ FIB has lower 

proximity effect 48 and higher sensitivity 49, making it appropriate for milling and growth of sub-

10 nm structures 48–51. 	

In the present work, we report the fabrication of individual vertically-aligned 3D tungsten 

carbide (WC) crystalline hollow nanowires using a He+ microscope. The resulting hollow 

nanowire geometry produced by the highly-focused He+ beam makes this single-step 

nanofabrication method unique for the growth of  nanostructures. Their inherent large effective 

sample surface can confer them a high potential for applications in a broad range of fields. The 

smallest outer nanowire diameter and longest length were found to be 32 nm and 7 m, 

respectively. These WC nanowires display superconductivity below 6.4 K (Tc), explained by 

their large crystal size (20 - 32 nm) and the FCC crystallographic structure, as well as strong 

upper critical field (0Hc2), and large critical current density (Jc). The preparation of such 

materials with unique properties makes this technique highly relevant for the development of the 

broad field of 3D nano-superconductivity. 
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The growth of individual vertically-aligned 3D WC hollow nanowires in a single lithography 

step from a W(CO)6 precursor occurs by focusing the HIM to ~1 nm whereby the precursor flux 

is delivered into the process chamber and adsorbs to the substrate, whereas the He+ FIB stays at 

the same point during the deposition time producing two effects, as depicted in the sketch shown 

in Figure 1(a). First, the deposition of WC material takes place around the beam incidence point, 

mainly due to the interaction of secondary electrons (produced by incident and scattered ions) 

with the precursor molecules adsorbed on the surface and the growing pillar (dark green colour) 

52. Secondly, a cavity is formed at the center of the vertical pillar along its length, giving rise to a 

hollow nanowire like a non-conventional nanotube (light green colour), caused by the milling 

produced by the He+ FIB spot (~1 nm) at the incidence point (see Figure S1 in the 

Supplementary information) 53. Importantly, the diameter of WC hollow nanowires can be 

controlled by fine tuning the ion beam current. For example, a 1.15 pA ion current for 5.5 min of 

deposition time produces 32 nm diameter hollow nanowires (~7 m in length), whereas a 1.34 

pA ion current for 7.8 min of deposition time produces 70 nm diameter nanowires (~3 m in 

length) (see Figure 1(b) and Figure S2). The shape uniformity of the WC NW was observed 

using high-magnification SEM image, depicted in Figure 1(c). Further details regarding growth 

conditions are described in the Supplementary information (methods section).  

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analysis can confirm the production of WC hollow 

nanowires. TEM cross-sectional sample preparation 25 was carried out using a FEI Helios 

Nanolab 650 Dual Beam instrument to obtain further material characterisation. Figure 2(a) 

shows a high resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of a cross-sectional view of a typical WC hollow 

nanowire of 32 nm in diameter. The grains observed in these nanowires show diameters between 

20 and 32 nm, close to the value of the diameter of the outer nanowire. Notice that TEM cross-
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sectional sample preparation can introduce an artefact in the hollow nanowires, refilling the 

cavity with sputtered material during the milling and polishing processes. Hence, one cannot 

expect to observe in HRTEM images a hole in the conventional sense. The observed non-

uniform circular shape of the cavity at the center of the nanowire is explained by the joint 

contribution of several adverse effects: a drift of the He+ FIB spot during the nanowire growth, a 

finite angle formed by the electron beam and the nanowire’s axis during the TEM imaging, a 

partial tilting during the TEM sample preparation with respect to the nanowire section, etc. From 

this, one can conclude that, under optimum experimental conditions, the diameter of the 

nanowire cavity could be indeed smaller than the value of 6 nm reported here. 

To accurately correlate the crystallographic structure and composition of our hollow 

nanowires, high-resolution Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRSTEM) images and 

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) spectra were sequentially acquired and processed. 

Figure 2(b) and (c) show a HRSTEM image of an area of the WC hollow nanowire previously 

depicted in (a) and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the squared area in (b), respectively. We 

index the spots indicated in (c), which correspond to the planes (-1-11), (-200), (-11-1), (-3-11), 

(02-2), and the [011] zone axis of the WC1-x FCC structure, with a lattice parameter of a = 

0.4272 nm. More HR(S)TEM images indexed to the WC1-x structure at two different zone axis, 

[011] and [112] are shown in Figure S3 and S4 (see the Supplementary information). 

Composition of the squared area of this WC nanowire revealed that the atomic composition is: 

72 % W, 20 % C and 8 % O, with C/W= 0.28. Several EDS spectra were collected in other areas 

of the WC hollow nanowire (see Figure S5) illustrating that the oxygen content remained almost 

constant, whereas the carbon content varied from 24 to 10 % (see Table S1) confirming the 

relatively low C/W ratio [0.13-0.36] (see Supplementary information, where TEM sample 
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preparation, HR(S)TEM imaging and EDS are also described). Some of the data of composition 

and temperature stability for the WC1-x FCC phase available in literature are inconsistent and 

contradictory and the use of advanced characterization techniques to refine the crystallographic 

structure is highly recommended 54. This suggests that for non-stoichiometric WC1-x compounds 

such phase diagram can be modified at the nanoscale. Accordingly, the HR(S)TEM - EDS 

analysis performed in WC NWs grown by He+ FIBID give some light to the real compositional 

range in which FCC WC1-x phase could be stable. 

In order to place the WC nanowire on top of the dielectric layer for making four-point contacts 

needed for the subsequent magnetotransport measurements, a nano-manipulator was employed 

(see Supplementary information for details). This step is quite challenging due to the elastic 

behavior of the nanowires (see movie in the Supplementary information). Once the WC 

nanowire is positioned on top of the substrate plane (see Figure 3(a)), four Pt FIBID contacts 

were grown (see Figure 3(b) and Supplementary information for details of deposition 

parameters). The same protocol was carried out for thick NWs, as shown in Figure S2. 

Four-probe magnetotransport measurements were carried out on individual WC hollow 

nanowires with a Physical Properties Measurements System (see Supplementary information for 

details). As indicated in Figure 3(b), the electrical current is established between the outermost 

contacts and voltage is measured at the inner contacts.  

Figure 3(c) shows the normalized resistance (R/RN) as a function of temperature for hollow 

nanowires of 32 and 70 nm in diameter. The length (L) between the inner contacts is 290 and 

395 nm and RN is their resistance at the normal state (10 K), 1487 Ω and 479.7 Ω, respectively. 

Thus, their resistivity at the normal state is respectively 398 ± 7 Ωcm and 464 ± 17 Ωcm. 

Given the difference found in resistivity between both hollow nanowires (12 %), it would be 
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interesting in future to undertake a systematic investigation of the dependence of the resistivity 

with the diameter of the NW. At low temperature, both nanowires show a sharp resistance drop 

at Tc≈ 6.4 K (defined as the temperature at which the resistance value is 0.5RN), entering the 

superconducting state. A size dependence of Tc has been found only in nanostructures with 

dimensions near the critical lengths of the superconducting material 55,56. Given the high 

crystalline quality of our WC nanowires, we expect the size dependence of Tc for diameters 

below 10 nm diameter, in the vicinity of the coherence length value.  

For thin NWs, the resistance sharply drops to ~0.1RN at Tc and, below this temperature value, 

it drops gradually two orders of magnitude more, reaching values below the sensitivity of our 

measurements. This can be explained considering a second superconducting phase (10 % of the 

nanowire) with lower Tc, which is plausibly justified by either the depression of 

superconductivity in the NW regions below the two inner Pt FIBID contacts (50 nm in width) 57 

or by their proximity effect on the superconductivity 58. Since the projected range of the Ga+ ions 

accelerated to 30 keV over the WC nanowires based on Monte Carlo simulation is around 10 nm 

59, this could induce some surface artifacts of the thin WC nanowire below the Pt FIBID 

contacts, decreasing Tc. The resistance of the phase with lower Tc in our NW is ~0.1RN, which 

corresponds to a nanowire length of ~33 nm 57, in agreement with the length scale of the damage 

or proximity effect induced by the growth of the Pt FIBID contacts. 

For the 32 nm WC nanowire, Figure 3(d) shows the resistance versus temperature under 

various values of magnetic field perpendicularly applied. As expected, the superconducting 

transition shifts to lower temperatures with the magnetic field. A similar dependence is obtained 

for the 70 nm NW (depicted in Figure S5) and both NWs present a finite resistance at the lowest 

measured temperature (0.5 K) under high magnetic fields, at 8 T and 9 T for 32 nm NW (see 
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Figure 3(d)) and at 9 T for 70 nm NW (see Figure S6). As discussed above, this behaviour is 

justified by the lower values of Tc and 0Hc2 in the small region around the Pt-FIBID contacts.  

Defining 0Hc2 as the value at which the resistance is 0.9 RN, 0Hc2 versus temperature is 

plotted in Figure 4(a) for both NWs. Fitting the data to the power equation (1), which is valid in 

the proximity of Tc, 

 ∝ 1 ⁄          (1) 

we found that n= 0.65 and 0.68 for NWs of 32 nm and n= 0.81 for the NW of 70 nm. For two-

dimensional multilayered systems with similar thickness or lower than their coherence length, 

the index n is expected to be 1 and 0.5 for perpendicular and parallel magnetic fields to the 

surface, respectively 60. In the case of nanowires and hollow nanowires like non-conventional 

nanotubes with small diameter, a magnetic field perpendicularly applied to their length will 

imply that a significant part of the NW surface is indeed parallel to the applied magnetic field. In 

such a case, hollow nanowires will follow equation (1) but with a modified value of n towards 

the 0.5 value, as recently observed 61. By applying equation (1) to the obtained data, we also 

observed that n deviates from the value of 1 towards 0.5. The dependence of n with RN/L for the 

three NWs investigated are shown in the inset of Figure 4(a) 61. This dependence strongly 

suggests that the 32 nm NWs are approaching the quasi-one-dimensional superconducting 

behaviour.  

Another relevant result is the finding of large 0Hc2 values in comparison with the WC 

nanowires grown by Ga+ FIB. For instance, at 0.6Tc, 0Hc2 is 6.09 T for WC nanowires of 25 nm 

in diameter grown by Ga+ FIB 62 whereas it is 8.58 T and 6.85 T respectively for the 32 nm and 

70 nm NWs grown by He+ FIB. If equation (1) is extrapolated to low temperatures (T= 0 K), we 

find 0Hc2 values of 13.94 T and 12.91 T, for the 32 nm and 70 nm NWs, respectively, which are 
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47 % and 36 % higher than the corresponding values in WC nanowires grown by Ga+ FIB 35. 

Thus, the use of He+ FIB in the growth of superconducting nanocontacts to nanostructures for 

electrical measurements under applied magnetic field is a straightforward application of this 

material given the broad range of magnetic fields accessible. On the other hand, the values of 

0Hc2 extrapolated to 0 K from equation (1) are higher than the Pauli paramagnetic limit, 0H= 

1.84 × Tc= 11.6 T. This suggests that focused experimental studies are needed in order to find the 

true values of 0Hc2 at low temperatures and the origin of superconductivity breaking under high 

magnetic fields 63–66. 

By applying equation (2), which is valid when 0Hc2 is determined by the orbital limit, one can 

estimate the Cooper pair coherence length, . At 4 K, the value of  is 6.34 nm and 7.18 nm 

respectively for the 32 nm and 70 nm NWs and the extrapolated value of  at 0 K is 4.86 nm and 

5.05 nm respectively, which are comparable to the values obtained in WC nanowires grown by 

Ga+ FIB 27,35. 

Φ /2          (2) 

where 0 is the magnetic quantum flux. Considering WC NWs as type II superconductors in the 

weak coupling regime and in the dirty limit, the following expression (3) derived from the 

Gor'kov theory in the dirty limit 67 can be applied to estimate the magnetic field penetration 

length (at zero temperature from the value of Tc and the resistivity in the normal state (these 

quantities in the International System of Units (SI), as discussed by Kess 68). 

0 1.05	 10 ⁄         (3) 

We find, respectively, = 830 nm and = 902 nm for the 32 nm and 70 nm WC NWs. These 

values are comparable but slightly higher than those found in the WC nanowires grown by Ga 

FIB 35.  
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The critical current density, Jc  as a function of the perpendicular applied magnetic field for 

WC NWs is shown in Figure S7 (see Supplementary information). The highest value of Jc~ 

0.225 MA/cm2 is found for the thinnest NW (32 nm in diameter) at 0.5 K and 0 T, which is three 

times higher than that one for thicker NWs (70 nm in diameter). On the other hand, for 70 nm 

NW, the critical current density follows a decay potential dependence Jc(B) ∂ B-, with = 

1.3, which is associated with the collective pinning vortex motion. Jc values are calculated from 

the critical current, Ic (the value at which the measured voltage is ~100 nV) extracted from the 

voltage versus current curves for WC NWs shown in the Figure S8 (see Supplementary 

information).  

An interesting feature visible in Figure 4(b) is that Jc is nearly constant at moderate values of 

applied magnetic field for the 32 nm NW. Defining a value of a characteristic magnetic field 

(B*) at which Jc is 0.9Jc at 0 T 70, we find that B*= 2.63 T for the 32 nm NW. In fact, B* is very 

high and we sketch a plausible scenario of the vortex configuration in the NW illustrated in the 

inset of Figure 4(b). For B< B* the intervortex distance, d> 30 nm, calculated from d= 

(4/3)1/4(0/B)1/2, indicating that the critical current density could be determined by the strong 

confinement potential of a single row of vortices at the center of our hollow nanowire. This 

effect has been recently reported in ultranarrow nanowires 34,71. Compared to the nanowires, a 

stronger confinement potential is expected for hollow nanowires given that the hole at the center 

is a low-energy location for the vortex. On the other hand, for B> B*, the critical current density 

follows a decay potential dependence Jc(B) ∂ B- as already shown for 70 nm NW, with = 2, 

which is associated with the collective pinning vortex motion. Thus, for B> B*, the vortex 

interaction is very strong given the small intervortex distance (< 30 nm), it competes with the 
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confinement potential and produces the faster decay of the critical current with the magnetic 

field. 

In conclusion, we report a novel methodology for the fabrication of individual 3D 

superconducting crystalline WC hollow nanowires by decomposing a W(CO)6 precursor using a 

highly-focused He+ microscope, that could serve as building blocks for future 3D 

superconducting nanodevices. The resulting crystalline nanowires conform to the FCC WC1-x 

phase (0.13<x<0.36) and possess outer diameters as small as 32 nm with aspect ratios of ca. 200, 

which is in general impossible to achieve with other nanofabrication techniques. By studying 

their magnetotransport properties, we have found that they exhibit superconducting properties 

below Tc= 6.4 K, as well as high critical magnetic field (0Hc2) and critical current density (Jc). 

The Tc and 0Hc2 values are 1.5 times higher than those reported for WC nanowires of similar 

dimensions grown by Ga+ FIB and the temperature dependence of 0Hc2 and the field 

dependence of Jc indicate that the smallest hollow nanowires behave as quasi-one-dimensional 

superconductors. Further, the robust superconductivity shown by these nanowires in a broad 

range of applied magnetic field and current and the lower proximity effect of the He+ FIB will 

allow detailed studies in nano-superconductivity as well as their application for creating 

superconducting nanocontacts to nanostructures, for building vortex-based nanodevices and 

highly-dense superconducting nanowire arrays. In addition, given that the technique directs the 

growth of complex 3D structures 72, one can anticipate the creation of various other more 

sophisticated 3D superconducting nanostructures of specific relevance to the field of 3D nano-

superconductivity. 
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FIGURES  

  Figure 1. (a) Vertical growth of WC hollow nanowire using a He+ FIB focused to ~1 nm. (b) 
SEM image of a vertical 3D WC hollow nanowire (52º tilted stage). (c) High magnification 
SEM image of the WC nanowire. 
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Figure 2. (a) HRTEM image of a cross sectional view of a typical WC hollow nanowire. (b) 
HR(S)TEM image of a cross-sectional view of the WC nanowire in (a). (c) The Fast Fourier 
Transform of the squared area in (b), showing the crystalline nature of the material and 
indexed as the [011] zone axis of the FCC WC1-x structure. 
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Figure 3. (a) SEM image of a WC hollow 
nanowire situated on the substrate plane. (b) SEM 
image of a WC nanowire connected to the pre-
patterned Ti pads by using four Pt FIBID contacts. 
(c) Normalized resistance for WC NWs of 32 and 
70 nm in diameter as function of temperature at 0 
T. Inset shows resistance versus temperature for 
thin WC nanowire (do= 32 nm). (d) Resistance as 
a function of temperature for thin WC nanowire 
(do= 32 nm) under perpendicular magnetic field, 
from 0 to 9 T. 
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Figure 4. (a) Upper critical magnetic field (0Hc2) 
as a function of temperature for WC hollow 
nanowires (two of them with outer diameter of 32 
and one of 70 nm). Data is fitted to a potential 
equation (1). Inset shows the dependence of the 
index n (from the equation (1)) with RN/L. (b) 
Critical current density (Jc) as a function of the 
applied magnetic field at 0.5 K for a WC hollow 
nanowire of 32 nm in outer diameter. Data above 
B* (field value at which Jc is 0.9Jc at 0 T) is fitted 
to a potential equation characteristic of collective 
vortex pinning (see main text). Inset illustration 
shows how the magnetic flux penetrates into the 
hollow nanowire, as a single vortex row at B<B*. 
The purple circles indicate the vortex row. 
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